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it is important that parents have a conversation with their kids about mental illness, including taking
a moment to talk about their own mental health, banerjee says. parents can help their kids

understand the difference between having a mental health problem and having a mood that will
pass. parents also need to talk about the stigma surrounding mental illness. banerjee calls this the
other side of the coin: saying, dont be ashamed if you have a mental illness. talk to your friends,

your family, and your doctor. be proud if you have a mental illness and get help. thats the hardest
thing to talk about. you will be looked at with suspicion. you will be talked about with horror. a
common example is the coloring book metaphor in drawing games. when presented with an
interface that looked like a coloring book and crayons (e.g., 123draw), our study participants

immediately chose colors and tapped or clicked the areas they wanted to color in the painting. any
variations from their familiar environment, such as redo and undo, had to be learned. during our

testing, every child used the eraser instead of the redo and undo buttons to recover from a mistake.
young kids didnt know what the redo and undo buttons did. even older kids who showed total

understanding of the redo button when specifically asked, naturally turned to the eraser tool. this is
an example of good use of existing mental models, as well as redundancy. when designing websites,
apps, and games for kids, keep in mind that their cognitive ability is still developing. state the goal
and how to achieve the goal clearly with specific instructions. craft instructions to make sure they
are within childrens level of understanding but not too prescriptive. leverage their prior knowledge
and mental models to get them familiar with the website or app. most of all, remember that even a
few years make a big difference in childrens cognitive abilities, so what works for one age group will

not work for another. designs that fail to consider kids cognitive capacity wont bring joy, but only
frustration.
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like the mouse, rats establish territories and colonies. the dominant male continuously guards his
harem of females and aggressively prevents other males from mating. females actively defend their

group against strangers and often nest together. their nests are constructed from leaves, paper,
rags, twigs, or anything else they can find. rats are nocturnal, but in areas having large rat

populations some low ranked rats will forage during the day, because other rats have denied them
access to food at night. each fall, the onset of cold weather causes mice to search for food and

shelter. mice are curious, and will enter any hole or crack as small as -inch. if they like what they find
inside better than what they had outside, you will have a mouse problem. mice will nest in any
hidden area near a source of food. their nests are constructed of rags or paper lined with finely

shredded material, and look like a loosely woven ball 4-6 inches in diameter. if food is available, a
mouse will normally travel no more than 10-50 feet from their nest. mice are territorial, and will

constantly explore to learn more about their surroundings. they memorize pathways, obstacles, food,
water, shelter and other elements in their habitat. they are quick to detect new objects in their

environment, and they are more curious than fearful of anything new. each fall, the onset of cold
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weather causes mice to search for food and shelter. mice are curious, and will enter any hole or
crack as small as -inch. if they like what they find inside better than what they had outside, you will

have a mouse problem. mice will nest in any hidden area near a source of food. their nests are
constructed of rags or paper lined with finely shredded material, and look like a loosely woven ball
4-6 inches in diameter. if food is available, a mouse will normally travel no more than 10-50 feet

from their nest. mice are territorial, and will constantly explore to learn more about their
surroundings. 5ec8ef588b
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